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 “Great crowds were traveling with Jesus”, today’s gospel began. Many were quite taken 

with him, waiting to see his next miracle, or wondering how he might re-present perennial wisdom 

in his sermons that day. But being taken with someone is not the same as being his disciple. And 

on this occasion, the Lord would challenge the crowd in that regard. They would have to hate those 

they otherwise loved the most, even hate themselves, to be his disciples. 

 Now it is clear that he was engaging in a teaching style that leaned heavily on hyperbole. 

This was a common rabbinic didactic method. Re-stated in a more positive, less-exaggerated way, 

it would have been enough for him to say that they must love God completely and prefer him 

before all others. But the problem at times with stating things simply, without the added dramatic 

flair, is that we can fail to understand how much is really being required of us. 

 The first reading put it in these terms: “Who can know God’s counsel, or who can conceive 

what the Lord intends?” God’s ways are truly so different than ours. Loving him, whom we cannot 

see and whose ways are yet so demanding, is as “unnatural” to us who are pulled toward the world 

by our flesh and by our desire for sin, as it is for us to love our enemies or “hate” – that is, remove 

from the first position – those who are closest to us in the flesh. 

 So it is that we must consider on a deeper level the cost of what it means to be the Lord’s 

disciple, lest we have an embarrassing and shameful outcome; lest – to use another phrase found 

in the scriptures – we be confounded. To be a disciple means to strive to become like the one we 

are following; not simply having our ears tickled by him or being amazed at what he does. So 

many saw our Lord as a sort of entertainer rather than one whom they should imitate and prefer. 

 “Hating” parents, siblings, children, and spouses could mean any number of things: for 

example, going to Holy Mass anyhow on a Sunday or Holy Day when other family members wish 

to stay home; applying “tough love” to a child who is insisting on doing something not compatible 

with the Christian life; drawing a line when parents begin spoiling your children too much and 

undo your good progress; and many other things. The examples are surely numerous.  

 But all the examples that one could come up with involve choosing God and his ways over 

what would be easier, more familiar, more pleasurable, or in any case, less demanding. “Be perfect, 

as your heavenly Father is perfect”, Jesus said in another place in the gospel. Heaven is for the 

perfect, and we cannot get there, to that perfection, by halves or by a path of our own making. No, 

rather, we must sacrifice much in this life to gain such abundance in the next. 

 So Christ appealed to this great crowd, and we wonder, How many heeded his teaching? 

How many on that day started thinking about what it might take to reach the goal? How many 

started counting the cost? Although there was one great crowd before him, it was really comprised 

of two groups – those there for the show and those who would begin taking up the cross and 

following Jesus on the way of preferring God above all else. Which group are we in? 

 That is a hard question, for if we are here, we of course want to be in the right group. But 

we need to take an accounting and be sure. We can examine ourselves and consider how we are 

already putting God in the first position. And we can examine ourselves again and consider how 

we yet must change in certain areas. If the Lord indeed asks this of us, he also offers the grace 

needed truly to be his disciples and so follow the divine wisdom that leads to salvation. 


